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GMO Internet [TYO:9449 ] should seek to use a high stock price derived from improved 

corporate governance as a defense against takeovers, according to Takuya Shigaki, analyst at 

Hong Kong-based activist Oasis Management. 

Shigaki said Masatoshi Kumagai, president of the Japanese internet heavyweight, faces a 

shareholder revolt at the company’s upcoming general meeting in March after the fund submitted 

a set of proposals calling for better corporate governance. 

Oasis on Friday (19 January) announced it had submitted proposals calling for the abolishment 

of its antitakeover measures and partial amendment of the articles of incorporation to implement 

measures aimed at better corporate governance. Ideas for improved governance included a 

transfer to a system with committees, which requires the separation of business execution 

functions and the supervision of management. 

The fund, which has a 5.06% stake in GMO Internet, has so far been proposing ideas for 

business strategies and improving corporate governance. GMO has made some progress in 

business reforms, including a plan to participate in cryptocurrency mining services, said Shigaki. 

“But when it comes to the area of corporate governance, we see no signs of progress 

unfortunately.” 

Oasis argues that GMO Internet’s takeover defense measure, as it is currently structured, 

prevents minority shareholders from exercising any rights and allows President Kumagai, with a 

40.68% stake, to exert excessive control of the company. GMO did not obtain shareholders’ 

approval when the takeover defense was introduced in 2006. 

As a consequence of President Kumagai’s discretion, minority shareholders have missed a 

number of attractive opportunities offered by potential acquirers in the past, Shigaki said. 

As a result, GMO Internet is valued at less than the value of its stakes in listed subsidiaries such 

as GMO Payment Gateway [TYO: 3769] and GMO Financial Holdings [TYO: 7177], 

according to Oasis. 

“Under ordinary circumstances, such a company would become a target of takeovers 

immediately. Thus, management of GMO Internet is supposed to enhance its corporate value so 

that the enhanced share price would act as a takeover defense instead,” said Shigaki. 



The activist has no plan to vote against President Kumagai’s re-election at the annual meeting. 

“We highly value President Kumagai’s achievements and foresight in this area. We believe 

president Kumagai’s leadership is very important,” said Shigaki. “However, a separation of 

business execution functions and the supervision of management is important, where there is a 

concentration of authority at President Kumagai.” 

Last May, when GMO Internet held its delayed general meeting for the year ended December 

2016, 54% of minority shareholders voted against President Kumagai’s re-election to the board 

of directors. Oasis believes this means that minority shareholders want and expect GMO Internet 

to substantially improve its governance structure. 

A spokesperson at GMO Internet speculated the reason why many shareholders voted against 

president Kumagai as well as Makoto Hashimoto, president of GMO AD Partners [TYO: 4784], 

at the time was because the meeting was held shortly after the investigation of questionable sales 

transactions at GMO AD. 

In fact, Oasis is generally bullish about GMO Internet because the group is unique in that it 

focuses on business-to-business interface compared with Japan’s other major internet companies, 

which pay attention to consumer interface. 

GMO Payment Gateway, for instance, is Japan’s largest online settlement company, while 

GMO Financial Holdings ranks first in the world’s online forex trading, according to Shigaki. 

“Now, GMO Internet is going to do cryptocurrency mining services. The group has a potential to 

jump even further.” 

Oasis’ proposals also include partial amendment of the articles of incorporation to prohibit 

concurrent posts of president and chairperson of the board of directors and the election of 

directors by cumulative voting, along with a review of the group’s compensation structure linked 

with the interests of minority shareholders. 

In fact, only a small number of Japanese companies have already prohibited concurrent posts of 

president and chairperson of the board of directors and a few have adopted a cumulative voting 

system. 

Asked whether it was too much to expect GMO Internet to adopt many of these proposals 

considering Japan’s major companies have not done likewise, Shigaki said: “Because many 

people believe that the group faces a high hurdle for such goals, the impact will be great if they 

actually achieve them. If they can change these, the group makes an enormous transformation.” 



Oasis said the company’s senior management has not made themselves available to meet and 

discuss these issues, but the spokesperson said today management is now prepared to meet as 

Oasis is now a leading shareholder in the group. 

The spokesperson also said the company will announce its responses to the proposals shortly. 

Oasis, which claims to have held GMO Internet for some time, boosted its stake to 5.06% on 15 

January, acquiring its stake at an average price of JPY 1,864, according to its filing at the 

Ministry of Finance on Friday. The share price, meanwhile, closed 4.71% higher at JPY 2,002 in 

Tokyo. 
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